The attractive design of the LG Super-Multi GP10NB20 and the GP10NW20 external optical disc drives trim unnecessary bulk making it very portable. Simply plug-in via USB and burn CDs at 24x and DVD±Rs at 8x speeds. Super-Multi technology supports CD, DVD±R, and DVD-RAM formats for triple compatibility. Available in two colors, the LG GP10NB20 (black) and GP10NW20 (white) external DVD Rewriters deliver style for your CD and DVD burning needs.
THE SUPER MULTI ADVANTAGE

Triple Compatibility
LG Super Multi DVD Rewriter - Super Multi optical drives can read and write three types of DVD formats in one convenient package:
1. DVD+R
2. RW DVD-R
3. RW DVD-RAM

This gives you the option to choose the media best suited for each task.